
Out In The CountryKey F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

anon
England or United States

arr/adapted  LJ Clare 2012

1. in a meadow in the sun toad croak
2. in a stream that runs blue salmon glug
3. in a hole in a tree owl hoot
4. in some grass to explore fox yelp
5. in a big__ bee hive bee buzz
6. in a lodge made of sticks beaver utter

 Down In The CityKey F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

anon
England or United States

arr/adapted:  LJ Clare 2012

1. on a sidewalk in the sun earthworm ----
2. in a stream, browny-blue goose honk
3. in a nest in a tree squirrel chatter
4. in the eaves of a store finch chirp
5. near some teens dancing jive  raccoon groan
6. in a house made of bricks human sing

Over in the Meadow
Key F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

anon
England or United States

arr:  LJ Clare 2012

Original Words 

Over in the Meadow is a classic children's counting poem either written by Olive A Wadsworth in the 
1870, or adapted by her from a English 16th century source.   Olive wrote about the Appalachian 
meadows that she knew.  Since then, others have explored other venues using the same metre and 
rhyme.  Over in the Hollow by R. Dickinson is an opportunity to hoot, howl, hiss and yowl in a spooky 
setting.  Marianne Berkes places various creatures in an ocean coral reef.  You may want to try 
creating a version that matches your eco-system.

Out In The Country

Down In The City

adapted by Lesley J Clare

science, eco-systems, vocabulary, 

piano, electronic keyboard

piano

adapted by Lesley J Clare

Glug, chatter, groan, yelp and hoot along with the animals in their various habitats.   



old         mo -    ther  toad_____  and      her     lit    -   tle   toad_____  one.

"Wink!"       said       the   mo  -   ther, "I'll            wink."       said      the  one.        So      they

winked    and     were  hap -   py  in        the    sand____      in       the  sun.

Over in the Meadow
Key F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

Over in the Meadow is a classic children's counting poem either written by Olive A Wadsworth in the 
1870, or adapted by her from a English 16th century source.   Olive wrote about the Appalachian 
meadows that she knew.  Since then, others have explored other venues using the same metre and 
rhyme.  Over in the Hollow by R. Dickinson is an opportunity to hoot, howl, hiss and yowl in a spooky 
setting.  Marianne Berkes places various creatures in an ocean coral reef.  You may want to try 
creating a version that matches your eco-system.

O    - ver   in    the   mea- dow in      the     sand____    in       the sun,       lived      an

anon
England or United States

arr:  LJ Clare 2012

Original Words 
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The poem/song below has been adapted in various ways to different eco systems and settings.  You 
may choose to teach the original (though chances are, students will have sung it in kindergarten).  
Check with the school librarian for some of the newer versions listed below as other possibilities.  
Since Grade 1 social studies includes exploring the differences between city and rural setting, I 
chose animals that are typical of each environment in Canada.

So, choose a setting that appeals to you   or   zip in new words for another eco system  (tundra, rain 
forest, etc.).   Link the song with science or social studies,  include the words in a spelling list, or use it 
as a springboard for visual arts.  Its possibilities are endless.

in the sand in the sun  toadie     “Wink”      winked and blinked
stream runs blue           fish          “Swim”      swam and leaped
in a hole in a tree           bluebird   “Sing”       sang and were glad
reeds on the shore          muskrat   “Dive”       dove and burrowed
in a snug beehive           honey bee “Buzz”      buzzed and hummed
nest made of sticks         crow          “Caw”      cawed and called
grass is so even              cricket        “Chirp”    chirped cheery notes
by the old mossy gate     lizard         “Bask”      basked in the sun
quiet pools shine             frog           “Croak”    croacked and splashed
in a sly little den              spider       “Spin”      spun lacy webs



old         mo -    ther  toad_____  and      her     lit    -   tle   toad_____  one.

"Croak!"       said       the   mo  -   ther, "I'll            wink."       said      the  one.        So      they

croaked    and    were  hap -   py  in        the    sand____     in       the  sun.

Out In The CountryKey F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

Over in the Meadow is a classic children's counting poem either written by Olive A Wadsworth in the 1870, or 
adapted by her from a English 16th century source.   Olive wrote about the Appalachian meadows that she 
knew.  Since then, others have explored other venues using the same metre and rhyme.  Over in the Hollow by 
R. Dickinson is an opportunity to hoot, howl, hiss and yowl in a spooky setting.  Marianne Berkes places various 
creatures in an ocean coral reef.  You may want to try creating a version that matches your eco-system.

1.  Out      in     the  coun-try    in       a      mea-dow    in       the  sun,      lived     an
2.  Out      in     the  coun-try    in       a      stream       that    runs blue,     lived     an
3.                                             in       a      hole           in         a   tree,
4.                                             in     some  grass         to       ex-plore,
5.                                             in       a       big           bee___       hive,
6.                                             in       a      lodge        made    of  sticks,

anon
England or United States

arr/adapted  LJ Clare 2012

1. in a meadow in the sun toad croak
2. in a stream that runs blue salmon glug
3. in a hole in a tree owl hoot
4. in some grass to explore fox yelp
5. in a big__ bee hive bee buzz
6. in a lodge made of sticks beaver utter
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old         mo -    ther  earth-worm and    her      lit -    tle    earth-worm one.

"_______"      said     the   mo  -   ther, "I'll           _____."       said      the  one.        So      they

_______    and    were  hap -   py  on         a     side-walk     in        the  sun.

 Down In The CityKey F, first note so(C)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 O-ver

Over in the Meadow is a classic children's counting poem either written by Olive A Wadsworth in the 1870, or 
adapted by her from a English 16th century source.   Olive wrote about the Appalachian meadows that she 
knew.  Since then, others have explored other venues using the same metre and rhyme.  Over in the Hollow 
by R. Dickinson is an opportunity to hoot, howl, hiss and yowl in a spooky setting.  Marianne Berkes places 
various creatures in an ocean coral reef.  You may want to try creating a version that matches your eco-
system.

1.   Down  in      the   ci  -  ty    on      a     side-walk    in       the  sun,    lived       an
2.   Down  in      the   ci  -  ty    in       a     stream        brown-y    blue,
3.                                             in        a     nest            in        a    tree,
4.                                             in      the   eaves          of        a    store,
5.                                             near some  teens        talk - ing     jive,
6.                                             in       a     house        made   of   bricks,

anon
England or United States

arr/adapted:  LJ Clare 2012

1. on a sidewalk in the sun earthworm ----
2. in a stream, browny-blue goose honk
3. in a nest in a tree squirrel chatter
4. in the eaves of a store finch chirp
5. near some teens dancing jive  raccoon groan
6. in a house made of bricks human sing
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2

New Song:  New Song:  Out In The Country   and   Down In The City

“If you live in a house, put your hand up.
If you live in an apartment, put your hand 
up.
If you live in a trailer “...     continue until 
every student has been included.   “Does 
anyone here live in a lodge made of 
sticks?”  (Show the name card.)   “How 
about in some grass to explore?   Or a 
hole in a tree?”  ... continue until all the 
"place" cards for Out In the Country,  are on 
the pocket chart.

in a meadow in the sun

in a stream that runs blue

in a hole in a tree

in some grass to explore

in a big bee hive

in a lodge made of sticks

“Some of the words in this song are from 
a poem written by a woman named 
Olive.  She lived in the Appalachian 
mountains, not near the top, but part 
way down, close to a meadow.  A 
meadow is an area that has more 
grasses than trees.   Some people think 
that when she wrote the poem, she put 
all the animals that she knew into it.”  

“What other kind of animals who live out 
in the country, might be in the song?”  
(Agree with guesses that Olive might have 
used, name the kind of geography that other 
animals might live in  e.g. prairie, desert, 
jungle, forest.  If a student names an animal 
in the song, ask which place out in the 
country, the animal might live.  Place the 
animal beside the first suggestion even if it is 
wrong. (Correcting the places will be done after 

listening to the song.) Continue until all the 
places have animals matched with them.  If 
needed offer hints to animal names.   

Begin with the "country" version of this song.

11

22

“As you listen to the song, work out which 
of our guesses are correct, and which 
ones need to be changed.”    

Play or sing the song.

33
in a meadow in the sun

in a stream that runs blue

in a hole in a tree

in some grass to explore

in a big bee hive

in a lodge made of sticks

toad

salmon

owl

fox

beaver

bee

?

toad Croak!

salmon Glug!

owlsl Hoot!

foxes Yelp!

bees Buzz!

beavers Utter!



earthworm ---!

goose Honk!

squirrel Chatter!

finch Chirp!

raccoon Groan!

human Sing!

on a sidewalk in the sun

in a stream, browny-blue

in a nest in a tree

in the eaves of a store

near some teens talking jive

in a house made of bricks
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"Who was in the sand in the sun?"  (As the animal and place 
are named, move their cards to the first line of the pocket chart 
and add the verb card "croak.")

When all the animals are matched with their verses:  "Good 
listening.   Here's a challenge.   Listening to the song is 
one way to match the animals with their places.  Can you 
think of another way to match the animals with their 
places?”   (If it's too difficult a question, say slowly and clearly  
"sand in the sun, little toad one."   If no one guesses with a 
reason  --say the second verse for the class to listen to.   As it is 
late in Grade One, someone is probably going to come up with 
the answer fairly quickly.

"There are a lot of words in this song.   What helps to 
make it easy to sing?"  (patterns)   "Music has many 
patterns.   Patterns and music go together.
Ready to try singing the song with the mp3?"   Play through 
the song.   There are so many verses that by the end, most 
students will have the melody and pattern worked out.

44

55

66

If wanted, the "voices" of the 
animals may be part of the 
guessing game.   Say the voice 
word and ask which animal it 
might go with.

Croak!

Hoot!

Buzz!

Utter!

Yelp!

Glug!
toad

salmon

owl

fox

beaver

bee

Down in the city ...

Out in the country ...

on a sidewalk in the sun
earthworm ----

in a stream browny-blue
goose honk

in a nest in a tree
squirrel chatter

in the eaves of a store
finch chirp

near some teens talking jive
raccoon groan

in a house made of bricks
human sing

in a meadow in the sun
toad croak

in a stream that runs blue
salmon glug

in a hole in a  tree
owl hoot

in some grass to explore
fox yelp

in a big bee hive
bee buzz

in a lodge made of sticks
beaver utter

77 “Some people live ‘out in the country’,  other people live ‘out 
in the city’.  Is that right?   Do we say ‘out in the city?’  What do 
we say ?  (down in the city)

*  follow the pattern used for Out In The Country

*  place the new word card set on the pocket chart, 
challenge students to match places and animals by 
rhymes, play/sing the song once through

*  give students song pages and challenge them to 
sing the new song by reading-singing the words as 
the music plays

Note:  I was tempted to add the vocabulary words for young animals (beavers = kits; geese = 

goslings, etc.) to this song but found it made it too challenging for students to sing.



Out in the country in a meadow, in the sun
Lived an old mother toad,
and her little toad one,
"Croak!" said the mother,  
"I'll croak." said the one,
So they croaked and were happy
in the meadow in the sun.

Out in the country in a stream that runs blue
Lived an old mother salmon,
and her little salmon two,
"Glug!" says the mother,
 "We'll glug." said the two,
So they glugged and were happy
in the stream that runs blue.

Out in the country in a hole in a tree
Lived an old mother owl,
and her little owls three,
"Hoot!" said the mother, 
 "We'll hoot." said the three,
So they hooted and were happy 
in the hole in the tree.

Out in the country in some grass to explore
Lived an old mother fox
and her little foxes four,
"Yelp!" said the mother, 
"We'll yelp." said the four,
So they yelped and were happy
in the grass to explore.

Out in the country in a big bee hive
Lived an old mother bee,
and her little bees five,
"Buzz!" said the mother,  
"We'll buzz!" said the five,
So they buzzed and were happy
In the big bee hive.

Out in the country in a lodge made of sticks
Lived an old mother beaver
and her little beavers six,
"Utter!" said the mother,  
"We'll utter." said the six,
So they uttered and were happy
in the lodge made of sticks.

Down in the city on a sidewalk, in the sun
Lived an old mother earthworm
and her little earthworm one,
"---!" said the mother,  
"I'll ---." said the one,
So they ------ and were happy
On the sidewalk in the sun.

Down in the city in a stream browny-blue
Lived an old mother goose
and her little geese two,
"Honk!" said the mother, 
 "We'll honk." said the two,
So they honked and were happy
In the stream browny-blue.

Down in the city in a nest in a tree
Lived an old mother squirrel
and her little squirrels three,
"Chatter!" said the mother, 
 "We'll chatter." said the three,
So they chattered and were happy
In the nest in the tree.

Down in the city in the eaves of a store
Lived an old mother finch
and her little finches four,
"Chirp!" said the mother, 
 "We'll chirp." said the four,
So they chirped and were happy
In the eaves of the store.

Down in the city near some teens dancing jive
Lived an old mother raccoon
and her little raccoons five,
"Groan!" said the mother,
 "We'll groan." said the five,
So they groaned and were happy
Near the teens dancing  jive.

Down in the city in a house made of bricks
Lived an old mother human
and her little humans six,
"Sing!" said the mother,  
"We'll sing." said the six,
So they sang and were happy
In the house made of bricks.

OUT IN THE COUNTRY DOWN IN THE CITY
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Lesson Plan for   31a   ends here.. 

New RepertoireNew Repertoire
Out in the Country/Down in the City
Rig a Jig Jig



Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Body:  Stretches
Pitch:  Sing Shape Cards

AA Song Singing

*Rig a Jig Jig
*drama:  charades re miming animals CC

BB Work Page
    *vocabulary building re:
         Out In The Country
and   Down In The City
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Focus:       using elements while singing/playing/dancing

Lesson

bMayMayMayMayMay 13
Practice is repetition.  The second weekly lessons for 
CanDo 1 repeat most of the prior lesson with a few 
optional alternatives.

Solfa Warm-Up:  Key from below
Song:  Teacher Choice

*Out In The Country
*Down In The City

Music and Visual Arts
*see ideas below

Work PageWork PageAABB

Choose which parts of the work page 
to do with the class in a group, and 
which parts to ask them to complete 
individually.

When it comes to the group names, 
encourage thoughtful guesses  --after 
all many of them most adults don't 
know! raccoon  --  gaze

goose     --  gaggle
squirrel   --  scurry
toad       --  knot
earthworm-herd
bee        -- swarm
beaver   -- colony

Children who are part of the Scout 
movement may know the answer for 
beavers.
Ones I didn't include but enjoy is that a 
group of crows is called a "murder" and 
butterflies are called a "flight."

I can do music in Lesson  31 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
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Ask me to mimic an animal sound.

croak

glug

hoot

yelp
buzz

utter

----
honk

chatter

chirp
groan

sing

Put the animals into their habitats.

country

city

Fill in the information chart about animals.

salmon

owl

fox

bee

beaver

earthworm

goose

squirrel

finch

raccoon

human

toad

sound             young           plural            group

sing                     child                   humans               tribe

parliament

run

skulk

charm

Draw a line connecting the animal to its home.

?      water     owlery     lair    hive   lodge        earth    lake     dray    nest    den   dwelling

tadpole

smolt

owlet

larva kit 
gosling

earthworm

chick

cub
kit

kit

knot

swarm

colony

herd

gaggle

scurry

gaze

Begin with singing the two “habitat” 
songs.
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Lesson Plan for   31b  ends here.. 

Visual Art and MusicVisual Art and Music Combine music with art this week.  Use one of the following, or 
your own ideas.

Create a mural to cover a bulletin board re-creating the two habitats named in the song.  The mural 
may be as elaborate or simple as time and energy allow.

for classroom teachers

Begin with the river/pond(country) and  
the street(city).   Cover the bulletin board 
with large paper.  Outline the shapes.  
Use light colours to paint in the shapes.

CC

6 groups - 6 verses(per song).  

(Assign verses to groups so that when it comes 
to creating the inhabitants, each group has 
multiple creatures to draw.)

group 1    verse 1 in country
                verse 6 in city
group 2    verse 2 in country
                verse 5 in city,  
etc.

1

2 3 Habitat
Students in each group create the home 
for each of their verses;  i.e. group 1 
creates a stream and a house made of 
bricks.  

Inhabitants
Students in each group will need to 
decide who is creating which inhabitants 
for their verses;  i.e. group 1 needs a 
mother toad, a small toad; a human 
mother and six children.   Using crayons 
or pencil crayons, students draw their 
characters, cut them out and then add 
them to the murals.

Visual Arts Goals
*creating a multi-media mural
*cutting and pasting techniques
*using several different media in one project
*using art as a way to illustrate ideas

human Sing!

in a meadow in the sun

in a stream that runs blue

in a hole in a tree

in some grass to explore

in a big bee hive

in a lodge made of sticks

earthworm ---!

goose Honk!

squirrel Chatter!

finch Chirp!

raccoon Groan!

on a sidewalk in the sun

in a stream, browny-blue

in a nest in a tree

in the eaves of a store

near some teens dancing jive

in a house made of bricks

salmon Glug!

owl Hoot!

fox Yelp!

beaver Utter!

bee Buzz!

toad Croak!

I can do music in Lesson  31 .  My name is _________________________________
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Ask me where an animal lives.

Match the habitats with the animals.

Work PageWork PageBB
Sing the two songs, then match the 
animals with their habitats.

AA



I can do music in Lesson  31 .  My name is _________________________________
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Ask me to mimic an animal sound.

croak

glug

hoot

yelp
buzz

utter

----
honk

chatter

chirp
groan

sing

Put the animals into their habitats.

country

city

Fill in the information chart about animals.

salmon

owl

fox

bee

beaver

earthworm

goose

squirrel

finch

raccoon

human

toad

sound             young           plural            group

sing                     child                   humans               tribe

parliament

run

skulk

charm

Draw a line connecting the animal to its home.

?      water     owlery     lair    hive   lodge        earth    lake     dray    nest    den   dwelling

tadpole

smolt

owlet

larva kit 
gosling

earthworm

chick

cub
kit

kit

knot

swarm

colony

herd

gaggle

scurry

gaze



human Sing!

in a meadow in the sun

in a stream that runs blue

in a hole in a tree

in some grass to explore

in a big bee hive

in a lodge made of sticks

earthworm ---!

goose Honk!

squirrel Chatter!

finch Chirp!

raccoon Groan!

on a sidewalk in the sun

in a stream, browny-blue

in a nest in a tree

in the eaves of a store

near some teens dancing jive

in a house made of bricks

salmon Glug!

owl Hoot!

fox Yelp!

beaver Utter!

bee Buzz!

toad Croak!

I can do music in Lesson  31 .  My name is _________________________________
c.
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Ask me where an animal lives.

Match the habitats with the animals.



sound                  child                 mother               father               plural                 group                  home

TOAD                 tadpole               female               male                 toads                  knot
croak

SALMON          smolt                   hen                     buck                salmon                run                   water
glug

OWL                  fledgling              owl                     owl                    owls                parliament          owlery
hoot                   owlet

FOX                   kit                      vixen                   reynard              foxes               skulk                    lair
yelp                                                                        tod/dog                                    troop

BEE                    larva                  queen                  drone               bees                  swarm                hive
buzz

BEAVER             kit                       beaver                beaver               beavers              colony              lodge
utter

EARTHWORM   earthworm         earthworm          earthworm       earthworms           herd                   earth
----

GOOSE            gosling               goose                 gander              geese                gaggle                 lake
honk

SQUIRREL          kit                       doe                   buck                 squirrels             scurry                   dray
chatter

GOLDFINCH    chick                    hen                   cock                goldfinches          charm                   nest
chirp

RACCOON       cub                       sow                    boar               raccoons             gaze                     den
groan                                                                                                                      nursery

HUMAN           child                   woman                man                  humans             tribe                  dwelling



in a meadow in the sun

in a stream that runs blue

in a hole in a tree

in some grass to explore

in a big bee hive

in a lodge made of sticks



toad

salmon

owl

fox

bee

beaver

Croak!

Glug!

Hoot!

Yelp!

Utter!

Buzz!



on a sidewalk in the sun

in a stream, browny-blue

in a nest in a tree

in the eaves of a store

near some teens dancing jive

in a house made of bricks



earthworm

goose

squirrel

finch

raccoon

human

-----!

Honk!

Chatter!

Chirp!

Groan!

Sing!





Over in the meadow,
In the sand in the sun
Lived an old mother toadie
And her little toadie one
"Wink!" said the mother;
"I wink!" said the one,
So they winked and they blinked
In the sand in the sun

Over in the meadow,
Where the stream runs blue
Lived an old mother fish
And her little fishes two
"Swim!" said the mother;
"We swim!" said the two,
So they swam and they leaped
Where the stream runs blue

Over in the meadow,
In a hole in a tree
Lived an old mother bluebird
And her little birdies three
"Sing!" said the mother;
"We sing!" said the three
So they sang and were glad
In a hole in the tree

Over in the meadow,
In the reeds on the shore
Lived an old mother muskrat
And her little ratties four
"Dive!" said the mother;
"We dive!" said the four
So they dived and they burrowed
In the reeds on the shore

Over in the meadow,
In a snug beehive
Lived a mother honey bee
And her little bees five
"Buzz!" said the mother;
"We buzz!" said the five
So they buzzed and they hummed
In the snug beehive

Over in the meadow,
In a nest built of sticks
Lived a black mother crow
And her little crows six
"Caw!" said the mother;
"We caw!" said the six
So they cawed and they called
In their nest built of sticks

Over in the meadow,
Where the grass is so even
Lived a gay mother cricket
And her little crickets seven
"Chirp!" said the mother;
"We chirp!" said the seven
So they chirped cheery notes
In the grass soft and even

Over in the meadow,
By the old mossy gate
Lived a brown mother lizard
And her little lizards eight
"Bask!" said the mother;
"We bask!" said the eight
So they basked in the sun
On the old mossy gate

Over in the meadow,
Where the quiet pools shine
Lived a green mother frog
And her little froggies nine
"Croak!" said the mother;
"We croak!" said the nine
So they croaked and they splashed
Where the quiet pools shine

Over in the meadow,
In a sly little den
Lived a gray mother spider
And her little spiders ten
"Spin!" said the mother;
"We spin!" said the ten
So they spun lacy webs
In their sly little den 

Over in the Meadow







mountains

prairie

forest

ocean

city

tundra

in a meadow
in the sun

toad
"Wink!"

in a stream
that runs blue

salmon
smolt
"Swim!"

in a hole
in a tree

squirrel
"Run!"

in some grass
to explore

fox
kits
"Play!"

in a big
bee hive

bee
"Buzz!"

near a bush
full of sticks

goldfinch
finches
"Sing!"

in the sand
in the sun

gopher
"Burrow!"

in the sky
oh so blue

monarch butterfly
caterpillars
"Chomp!"

near a
tall aspen tree

deer
fawns
"Hide!"

in a wheat field
near the shore

badger
cubs
"Dig!"

near a pond
where they 
   could thrive
duck
ducklings
"Dive!"

in a nest
made of sticks

hawk
"Hunt!"

on a sidewalk
in the sun

earthworm
"-----!"

in a stream
browny-blue

goose
goslings
"Honk!"

in a nest
in a tree

squirrel
"Chatter"

near some
people talking jive

raccoon
kits
"Wash!"

in the eaves
of a store

finch
"Chirp!"

in a house
made of bricks

human
"Study!"

in the soil
in the sun

snake
"Hiss!"

in a river
very blue

minnow
"Swim!"

in a hole
in a tree

owl
"Hoot!"

in the rocks
by the shore

skunk
"Tails up!"

working hard
to survive

bear
cubs
"Eat!"

in a den
made of sticks

beaver
kits
"Build!"

in the water
greeny-blue

seal
"Splash!"

on the sand
not the sea

crab
"Sideways!"

sitting out
in the sun

puffin
"Dive!"

in the grass
by the shore

grouse
"Stop!"

(country)

(owl)
(in a lodge
beaver)

tidal bore

north in the

ptarmigan
“Hide”

polar bear
“Play”

seal
“Splash”

arctic char
“Swim”

moose
“Chomp”

raven
“Tease”

in a small 
patch of sun

where the 
sky’s icy blue

in the wide 
Arctic sea

in the sea 
where they 
can thrive

where they like 
to play tricks

where the
grizzly bears
roar

Ideas for Eco-System Versions
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